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Go with the Flow: Fall Art Show & Sale 2018
“Go with the Flow” is the theme for the Fall Art Show & Sale, on September 29 – 30, 2018.
HOWEVER: Artwork submitted does NOT have to be about water!
We always choose a theme that can work in many media, and with the widest interpretations.
The theme “Go with the Flow” can refer to your technique, your subject matter, your work’s
existential meaning. What “flows” in your life?
Here are just a few inspirations to get you started:
TECHNIQUES:
* the flowing application of a paintbrush, pouring or drip techniques
* rippling jewelry designs
* curved shapes in wood, metal, pottery and glass
* capturing motion in photography: dance or a bicycle race or a windy day
* relaxing fluid abstract shapes
OR
FEELINGS:
* a feeling of relaxation, ennui, weightlessness
* letting yourself be moved by something: spiritual, emotional, or physical
* make a socio-political comment on “group-think” or compliance with authority
OR
SUBJECT:
* athletic or physical movement that can be flowing: dance, bicycling, boating, running
* flowing garments, draped fabrics
* sparkling twinkling elements that mimic motion
* curving shapes like a path, a road, cloth, grooves, the line of a body
* and yes, any liquids that ripple, sparkle, stream, slosh, pour, even freeze!
What does going with the flow mean in your life? Taking it easy? Letting others decide?
Jumping into a current of thought with both feet and seeing where it takes you?
Go with your own artistic flow, and start dreaming of your Fall Art Show and Sale submission.
FASS Dates: September 29 – 30, 2018
Early Bird Draw Deadline: Thursday September 6, 2018
Entry Form Deadline: Friday September 7, 2018
Extension for Youth Artists ONLY: Friday September 14, 2018
NOTE: NO artwork disqualified for not representing the theme!
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